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ABSTRACT. With the growing challenge of addressing modern fire risk, land managers and researchers are increasingly looking to Indigenous knowledge as a primary source of information for enabling resilience of fire-dependent social-ecological systems (SES). Although this is an important step forward for recognizing the contribution of Indigenous peoples to fire-dependent landscapes, current SES research in fire contexts views knowledge as detached from power, reflecting a critique in SES resilience research more broadly. Integrating Indigenous knowledge into dominant colonial management paradigms (such as “command and control” management of fire) without attention to these power asymmetries will lead to inequitable solutions to modern wildfire challenges. To address this gap, we employ the concept of situated resilience—which views knowledge as a process contextualized within power dynamics—to a case study of a fire-dependent SES in the traditional territory of the T’exelc (Williams Lake First Nation), in the land now known as British Columbia, Canada. Through a “collaborative experiment” research design that incorporated iterative, long-term, ethical research relationships guiding knowledge co-production in forest walks, we engaged with T’exelc Elders, archaeologists, and forest managers to explore the concept of Indigenous fire knowledge and situate Indigenous definitions of resilience in future forest management. Results indicate that for the T’exelc, the intentional use of fire to support their livelihoods was lost due to colonialism. This colonial context disrupted place-based, intergenerational knowledge transmission and resulted in forest management devoid of respect. However, employing the concept of situated resilience moved us beyond a preoccupation with the content of fire knowledge toward actively shifting the colonial context in which T’exelc knowledge was embedded. Through our collaborative experiment, and the trust built among T’exelc Elders, archaeologists, and forest managers, future forest management will more directly work to restore intergenerational knowledge exchange and respect and situate Indigenous-led resilience to modern wildfire challenges.
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INTRODUCTION

Indigenous peoples coexisted with and stewarded fire for millennia (Lewis 1982, Bowman et al. 2011, Huffman 2013, Lake and Christianson 2019, Smith and Mistry 2021). Although there are many examples of Indigenous fire stewardship that continues to adapt to modern contexts (Lake and Christianson 2019), the ongoing impacts of colonialism and “command and control” approaches to fire governance (Holling and Meffe 1996) have often displaced and marginalized Indigenous peoples and suppressed their stewardship practices (Eriksen and Hankins 2014, Christianson 2015). Furthermore, against the backdrop of recent global mega-fires that have significantly impacted human livelihoods (Stephens et al. 2014, Smith et al. 2016), many Indigenous communities face systematic biases against their needs, values, and concerns and are often at higher risk during modern wildfire events (Christianson 2015, McGee et al. 2019). Understanding and addressing these inequalities in the context of current wildfire challenges has emerged as a key research need (Sankey 2018) and one that can be aided by taking an integrated social-ecological systems (SES) perspective (Berkes and Folke 1998, Liu et al. 2007, Ostrom 2009).

From an SES perspective, social and ecological systems are complex and have dynamic feedbacks across multiple spatial and temporal scales (Liu et al. 2007, McGinnis and Ostrom 2014). Importantly, the SES perspective views environmental challenges, such as wildfire, as inextricably linked to underlying social and political contexts (Berkes and Folke 1998). Although fire has long been understood as an ecological process (Bowman et al. 2009, Krebs et al. 2010), the SES perspective demonstrates that fire interacts with and is dependent on social values and decision making (Bowman et al. 2011, Moritz et al. 2014, Spies et al. 2014, Fischer et al. 2016, Smith et al. 2016). For example, some wildfire SES scholars have mapped modern fire-dependent SES to illustrate the multiple levels of governance (from local to national) that influence the fire challenge (Moritz et al. 2014, Spies et al. 2014, Fischer et al. 2016), whereas others have described the extent to which people interacted with and shaped fire through time (Bowman et al. 2011, Roos et al. 2014).

In addition, the concept of resilience is often applied to environmental challenges to better understand and navigate uncertainty and complexity (Berkes et al. 2003, Folke et al. 2010, Binder et al. 2011, Folke 2016). Several fire SES scholars argue that enabling resilience in fire-dependent landscapes requires context-specific solutions and locally relevant desired futures (Stephens et al. 2013, Moritz et al. 2014, Higuera et al. 2019) developed through participatory processes (Fischer et al. 2016). These processes benefit from stronger social networks that increase capacity (Spies et al. 2014, Fischer et al. 2016) and overcome knowledge silos (Smith et al. 2016). Critically, these scholars underscore the key role of local actors, including Indigenous peoples, in achieving fire-resilient communities (Moritz et al. 2014, Smith et al. 2016). These insights are an important foundation for bridging the research silos of social vs. natural science (Smith et al. 2016) and providing tangible pathways for applying resilience concepts to fire governance (Steelman 2016, McWethy et al. 2019). However, what has not yet been addressed in the context of wildfire are some of the shortcomings of an SES resilience perspective, including the...
unequal attention to the social dimensions of resilience and the power inherent in different forms of knowledge (e.g., Indigenous, Western science, practitioner).

The gap in analytical attention to the role of knowledge in fire SES research is a point of contention within SES research more broadly. Critiques of SES resilience center on the tendency to inadequately recognize, understand, and incorporate social dimensions of resilience (Adger 2000, Brown 2014). Specifically, past SES research has tended to view knowledge as apolitical and detached from power—ignoring power asymmetries between different sources of knowledge that may perceive resilience differently (Cote and Nightingale 2012, Brown 2014). Although resilience scholars have long valued multiple forms of knowledge (including Indigenous) for developing solutions to environmental challenges (Walker and Salt 2006, Berkes 2009), Western science has largely focused on the “content” of the knowledge rather than the political “context” in which it is embedded (Cote and Nightingale 2012, Ingalls and Stedman 2016). From a Western science perspective, the content of knowledge is viewed as factual observations or data about an ecological system of interest (Pierotti and Wildcat 2000, Usher 2000, Houde 2007). In contrast, the context of knowledge includes the social, cultural, and political factors that drive dynamics in a SES (Berkes and Folke 1998), including decision-making systems, knowledge-transmission processes, cosmology, and cultural identity (Turner et al. 2000, Houde 2007, Bohensky and Maru 2011). Viewing the content of knowledge as static, extractable data can lead to the “knowledge integration trap,” whereby knowledge that is less connected to structures of power is subsumed into the dominant paradigm (e.g., command and control) without addressing the power asymmetries between knowledge systems (Agrawal 1995, Nadasy 1999, Bohensky and Maru 2011). Treating knowledge as apolitical can lead to prescriptive management approaches that perpetuate power inequalities between different knowledge holders (Davidson-Hunt and O’Flaherty 2007, Pelai et al. 2021) and may result in inequitable solutions guided by assumptions of what knowledge is appropriate for resilience (Cote and Nightingale 2012).

In the fire context, for example, the Western science community is beginning to acknowledge the contribution of Indigenous peoples to fire-dependent landscapes and incorporate Indigenous fire knowledge (Huffman 2013, Christianson 2015, Lake et al. 2018). In many cases, however, these efforts are solely focused on integrating the content of Indigenous fire stewardship that is easily translated into Western science frameworks, such as objectives of fire use (Boyd 1999) and biophysical categories of fire knowledge, including geology, topography, and soils; vegetation and fuels; weather; fire behavior; fire operations; and fire effects (Huffman 2013). From an Indigenous fire stewardship perspective, however, the context of knowledge includes spiritual elements (Turner et al. 2000, Miller and Davidson-Hunt 2013), intergenerational processes of knowledge transmission, decision making and adaptation (Turner et al. 2000, Huffman 2013, Lake and Christianson 2019), and the political and governance settings within which Indigenous fire stewardship exists (Eriksen 2007, Martínez-Torres et al. 2016, Rodriguez et al. 2018). Despite recommendations from Indigenous fire stewards and supporting researchers to promote more meaningful engagement with Indigenous communities through Indigenous-led research and practice (Miller and Davidson-Hunt 2013, Lake et al. 2017), current SES resilience literature around fire has yet to adequately conceptualize and incorporate the context of Indigenous fire stewardship. Failure to address this shortfall will continue to narrowly define what constitutes appropriate knowledge in an SES by focusing only on the content and discounting Indigenous perspectives of resilience in developing solutions to the modern fire challenge (Eriksen and Hankins 2014, Christianson 2015).

The concept of “situated resilience” provides a potential way forward for addressing some of the shortfalls outlined. A situated resilience approach centers the context of knowledge and stresses that knowledge is fundamentally changed if it is viewed solely as content and extracted from the broader social, cultural, and political contexts within which it sits (Agrawal 1995, Cote and Nightingale 2012). Proponents argue that situating resilience challenges researchers and managers to move beyond a preoccupation with collecting the right data, to acknowledging knowledge as contested and embedded within asymmetric structures of power (Cote and Nightingale 2012). Situating resilience is fundamental for addressing the question of whose resilience is being enabled and how it may affect others (Cote and Nightingale 2012, Brown 2014, Cretney 2014, Cutter 2016). In these ways, employing situated resilience may help address the existing gap in the fire SES resilience literature with regard to Indigenous perspectives (Adger 2000, Cote and Nightingale 2012). Moreover, this concept aligns with Indigenous epistemologies by embracing the context of knowledge creation (Smith 2012) as fundamental to understanding the relationship between people, fire, and the land (Miller and Davidson-Hunt 2013, Lake and Christianson 2019) than more conventional (or Western scientific institutional) approaches to resilience (Cote and Nightingale 2012).

The aim of this study is to examine the context of Indigenous knowledge in a fire-dependent SES by utilizing the concept of “situated resilience.” Specifically, this study applies “situated resilience” to a case study in a portion of the ancestral territory of an Indigenous (First Nation) community in the land now known as British Columbia, Canada, where contestations over land ownership are ongoing (Borrows 2017, Wilson 2019) and modern wildfires are increasingly threatening livelihoods (Abbott and Chapman 2018, Hanes et al. 2019). We address two research questions: (1) What is the context of fire knowledge for the T’exelc (Williams Lake First Nation)? (2) How can understanding this context help guide decision making for future forest management? We demonstrate that our research process helped shift the context of T’exelc knowledge and situate Indigenous definitions of resilience in future forest management. This analysis illuminates a set of novel recommendations for managers and researchers seeking to learn from, work with, and support Indigenous definitions of resilience as they relate to wildfire specifically and forest management more broadly.

Research Context

The T’exelc are members of the Northern Secwépemc te Qelmucw (Northern Shuswap Tribal Council) whose ancestral territory is within the modern boundaries of the Cariboo Region in the dry forest ecosystems in the interior of British Columbia, Canada. Across British Columbia, including in the Secwépemcúl’ecw (the ancestral territory of the Secwépemc), Indigenous fire stewardship historically achieved a variety of cultural and
ecological objectives, including maintaining food and medicinal species and reducing wildfire risk to communities through practices such as intentional landscape burns (Gottesfeld 1994, Turner et al. 2000, Ignace et al. 2016, Lewis et al. 2018). Although some of these practices continue today in an adapted form (Lewis et al. 2018, Lake and Christianson 2019), the privileging of non-Indigenous knowledge about fire in the 21st century through command and control environmental governance has resulted in colonial policies of fire suppression actively limiting Indigenous fire stewardship (Holling and Meffe 1996, Lake et al. 2018, Nikolakis and Roberts 2020). The extent to which Indigenous fire stewardship survives within individual communities is inherently linked to the historical and modern social and political dynamics—particularly the ways and extent to which colonial land governance systems historically superseded Indigenous land governance systems and continue to permeate modern landscape governance (Lake et al. 2018, Lake and Christianson 2019, Nikolakis and Roberts 2020). Across most of British Columbia, treaties with Indigenous peoples were never negotiated before the province was officially incorporated into Canada in 1871, and legal contestations over sovereignty continue today on ca. 95% of the land area (Borrows 2017, Wilson 2019).

In 2014, a portion of the T’exelc ancestral territory was incorporated into the Ne Sextsine (Flat Rock) portion of the Williams Lake Community Forest (hereafter Community Forest; Fig. 1), a 5900-ha area of forest and grassland co-managed by the T’exelc and the City of Williams Lake. Although its long-term tenure agreement as a community forest dictates that it must be managed for “social, ecological, and economic sustainability” (British Columbia Community Forest Association (BCCFA) 2020), community safety from wildfire is a key mandate driving land-management decisions given its location in the wildland–urban interface adjacent to major population centers. During the wildfire season of 2017, 1.2 million ha burned across British Columbia. This was the largest area burned in the provincial written record (although surpassed in 2018), with much of the impact centered in the Cariboo Region. The T’exelc were one of 26 First Nations communities evacuated during the 2017 wildfires (Abbott and Chapman 2018), and the nearest fire came within 200 m of Ne Sextsine. In response to the unprecedented impacts of the 2017 wildfire season, a provincial-level review in consultation with fire-affected communities provided recommendations to mitigate future negative impacts. Of the 108 recommendations made, 40 of these aimed to increase the input and decision-making power of Indigenous peoples (Abbott and Chapman 2018). In keeping with these recommendations, this research seeks to empower Indigenous communities by engaging in a collaborative process (described below) with research partners including the T’exelc Elders, archaeologists, and community forest managers to generate insights for future management of Ne Sextsine.

METHODOLOGY

Approach
We used an iterative, reflexive, collaborative approach to be responsive to our research partners’ needs and to meaningfully address the research questions for which support and recognition of different forms of knowledge are critical. Our approach is informed by principles from community-based participatory research (Datta et al. 2015) and collaborative and decolonizing methodologies (Smith 2012, Velasquez Runk 2014). In particular, these principles include ethical protocols for engagement with Indigenous communities (Smith 2012) that include long-term engagement, reciprocity, and flexibility of the research design. Validity strategies (Creswell 2013) were applied to address researcher positionality and bias (Sultana 2007) such as prolonged engagement (Smith 2012), triangulation through iterative data collection, and analyses with collaborators (Tengö et al. 2014), and a focus on place-based relationality (Datta et al. 2015) and land-based learning (Simpson 2017). Importantly, our approach also incorporates transformative and pragmatic paradigms (Creswell 2014) that aim to empower Indigenous perspectives (Datta et al. 2015) that are under-represented in wildfire research and management spheres (Christianson 2015, Neale et al. 2019).

Fig. 1. Modern boundary of Ne Sextsine, a portion of the Williams Lake Community Forest within the ancestral territory of the T’exelc.
Likewise, it provides space for experimentation and learning, which are fundamental for maintaining the inherent validity of different forms of knowledge (Sultana 2007, Stone-Jovicich et al. 2018) and for encouraging epistemological transparency when working across worldviews (Blythe et al. 2017, Stone-Jovicich et al. 2018). For this research, we describe our broad approach as a “collaborative experiment” that incorporates reflexivity, learning, and long-term ethical engagement and responds directly to community needs, as informed by participatory and decolonizing methodologies.

Community partners were instrumental in identifying and determining appropriate protocols around data collection, ownership, and dissemination, including data collection through land-based forest walks with T’exelc Elders, data sharing with the Natural Resources and Treaty Departments of the Williams Lake First Nation, and appropriate dissemination methods including annual reports and community presentations. These design elements were ensured through the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between the T’exelc Chief, the manager of the Community Forest, and researchers at the University of British Columbia in the early stages of the research. The research presented here reflects of the ongoing process of engagement since 2016, including two meetings with the T’exelc Chief and Council, six meetings with the T’exelc Elder Council, two Community Forest open-house meetings, and extensive guidance on the research design and results from representatives of the Williams Lake First Nation Natural Resources Department and managers of the Community Forest. The research process was initiated on request of a gatekeeper in 2016 who represented the interests of the T’exelc in the Community Forest. To support this engagement, the first author spent approximately 9 months in the study area directly engaged with the research partners.

In working with Indigenous communities, clarity of researcher positionality and bias is central to interpreting the validity of the research process (Sultana 2007). The researchers are non-Indigenous or “semé7” (white person) settlers to British Columbia, with the lead researcher (K. Copes-Gerbitz) originally from Hawaii and L. D. Daniels and S. M. Hagerman from other parts of Canada. L. D. Daniels has worked with Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities in this area of British Columbia since 2013 in the context of fire research, and this collaboration is a continuation of the relationships built through that time with an early advocate of the research (a non-Indigenous partner from the Williams Lake Community Forest) acting as a preliminary “gatekeeper” to facilitate the development of an ethical research relationship (Creswell 2013). Recognizing our identities as external to the community, reflexivity ensured that we first and foremost maintained accountability to the community needs (Smith 2012, Velasquez Runk 2014, Dutta et al. 2015).

Data Collection and Analysis

Through the process detailed above, it was collectively decided that group forest walks with the T’exelc Elders would be the most appropriate data collection strategy. Forest walks were designed in the spirit of the collaborative experiment, in which all people present shared their knowledge of Ne Sextsine and wildfire in an effort to co-produce a deeper, place-based understanding of the context of T’exelc fire knowledge and visions for future forest management. These forest walks were offered to all attendees of the T’exelc Elder Council meetings and organized collectively to maximize participation. We recognize, however, that the attendees’ perspectives are likely not representative of all T’exelc Elders nor of all T’exelcemc (people of the T’exelc), and thus we focus our analyses on learning directly from the Elders that did attend.

Two forest walks averaging 3 ha each were undertaken in September 2018 and June 2019, during which a total of eight T’exelc Elders, two Community Forest managers, four archaeologists, and three researchers attended and contributed. The aim and guiding topics for the forest walks were to share experiences, perspectives, and knowledge about the history of the land, including (but not limited to) fire and visions for future forest management. Forest walks were audio-recorded with consent and transcribed for a total of 40 pages of transcription. Transcripts were analyzed in NVivo (v. 12.6.0.2020) software using iterative and inductive coding to identify key themes “grounded” in the data from the participants’ perspectives (Charmaz 2006). Identified themes were triangulated with a close reading of oral histories documented in 29 interviews (24 in the 1990s and five in 2012) conducted as part of traditional use studies undertaken by the Williams Lake First Nation with T’exelc Elders (not available for coding because of data confidentiality), maps of known archaeological and cultural heritage sites (as provided and interpreted by the archaeologist), archival documents of the history of the T’exelc and settlers (available at the Museum of the Cariboo Chilcotin), tree-ring based fire histories developed by K. Copes-Gerbitz (from a complementary portion of their PhD dissertation research), and through iterative feedback from research partners.

RESULTS

This collaborative experiment revealed two key findings around the context of T’exelc fire knowledge: (1) the intentional use of fire is today considered a “lost practice” that was disrupted by colonialism and (2) future forest management should center on restoring the context of T’exelc knowledge more broadly, which is rooted in respect and achieved through place-based, intergenerational knowledge exchange. Through this analysis, we demonstrate how the concept of situated resilience can be employed to guide future forest management by focusing on the context of Indigenous knowledge within a fire SES. Quotes are attributed to Elders by name where possible following appropriate knowledge protocols outlined in the Memorandum of Understanding and with the expressed permission of individuals.

A “Lost Practice” Disrupted by Colonialism

In the early stages of the collaborative experiment, it was clear that intentional burning by the T’exelcemc (the people of T’exelc) was not an active practice within the boundaries of Ne Sextsine. However, among the eight Elders who attended the forest tours, several remember hearing stories from their elder family members about the use of intentional burning in the Secwepemcúl’ecw by previous generations:

[My aunt] would talk about they’d burn. And then when they were talking about where they’re going to go, the one who knew [about fire] would tell the Chief “Well no we can’t go there, we just burnt” or “Maybe we should go there because last year, or whenever, we burnt there so it
When describing the objectives for which intentional burning may have been used, Elder Estkwelálnik spoke of its importance for maintaining desired landscape conditions and associated food species. For example, this Elder understood that “in some places, raspberries will come back stronger” after the right kind of fire. Elder Estkwelálnik went on to describe the right kind of fire in contrast to the recent (2017) fires, which burned an area that Elders Jean William and Estkwelálnik used to visit to teach the youth about important cultural plants: “it has burned so hard the ground was going to be useless for a long time.” This content of fire knowledge (e.g., objectives for burning) as beneficial to food and medicinal species is highlighted as a conclusion of the 1998 Final Report for the Williams Lake Indian Band Traditional Use Study (Traditional Land Use Team 1998):

> Natural conservation is practiced among people who go out on the land. If an area can no longer support an abundance of certain plants or wildlife, T’exelc members usually leave it alone for a few years so it can replenish itself. Other natural occurrences are taken into account for traditional gathering such as burn areas. These are known for good berry picking areas three years after the burn has occurred. (p. 27)

In addition to conveying the benefits of fire, Elders Jean William and Estkwelálnik also described how the landscape looked without intentional fire—noting that the context of fire knowledge had changed through time, from being an active practice supporting their livelihoods to today being a “lost practice” [Elder Estkwelálnik]. Elder Estkwelálnik reflected that part of the forest in the Secwepemcúl’ecw had gotten “too thick,” such that when they visited 30 years ago they had to tie “markers on trees” so they could find their way through the forest. In this “too thick” state, Elder Estkwelálnik was told that the forest and associated plant species of importance were “no good because... they just let it grow, they haven’t burnt it.” At Ne Sextsine specifically, Elder Jean William noted that the land adjacent to the main travel route to her summer fishing camp was also thicker with trees than when she was last at the site over 30 years ago. Supporting Elder Jean William’s recollections, this area was demarcated through a separate ecological study as an area of historical grassland and is currently the site of grassland restoration (Williams Lake Community Forest Limited Partnership 2015). The fact that only two Elders (Jean William and Estkwelálnik) of eight had memories of the context (in this case, objectives) of intentional fire further speaks to how it had become a “lost practice” among the T’exelcmec, which was largely attributed to the context of historical and ongoing colonial impacts on their community.

The colonial context in which the T’exelc fire knowledge had become “lost” was attributed to multiple converging impacts: policies of pre-emption which allowed settlers but not Indigenous peoples to acquire “rights” to land for settlement and agriculture (ca. 1859), the smallpox epidemic, which is estimated to have killed up to two-thirds of the Indigenous population in British Columbia (1860s), and the reservation and residential school systems implemented by the Indian Act, which forcibly removed people from their land (1876) (Truth and Reconciliation Commission 2015, Ignace and Ignace 2019). Although these were historical events, Indigenous peoples in British Columbia and Canada continue to face ongoing animosity and racism as a result of systematic colonial structures that still exist (e.g., the Indian Act) despite stated intentions to address these colonial impacts through reconciliation (Fisher and Lundberg 2015, Ignace and Ignace 2019, Caverley et al. 2020). As a result of this colonial context, place-based knowledge transmission within their traditional territory, including Ne Sextsine, was disrupted and, in many cases, silenced—which fundamentally altered the current T’exelc Elders’ lived experiences with fire stewardship.

There were several examples of Elders who had memories of both intentional burning and other interactions with fire in a colonial context. For example, some Elders recalled intentional burning from when they were children (about 40–60 years ago), but only within their reserve lands: “I remember that because...they’d be burning on the reserve and they’d...make ditches for runoff” [Elder Estkwelálnik]. Similarly, Elder Millie Emile remembered the burning around the reserve primarily occurring during the springtime. In another example, Elder 7 spoke of their job as a firefighter during the “big fires in 1977”—a job that was required by law (and therefore punitive) for able-bodied citizens should they be called upon in British Columbia at least until the 1970s. Elder 7 contrasted the “big fires in 1977” with those that occurred in 2017: “Here and in the Chilcotin [Region], just across the river, those [in 1977] were not big fires. I would say they were manageable, not like a couple years ago [2017]. Not that big fire.” In the 2012 Traditional Use Study, two different Elders also spoke of their experiences as firefighters undertaking prescribed burns in the Secwepemcúl’ecw. Together, these Elders’ lived experiences of firefighting and burning around their reserve collectively represent fire knowledge in a colonial context once the intentional use of fire had become a “lost practice” in the Secwepemcúl’ecw.

Colonial contexts disrupted more than the intergenerational transmission of fire knowledge across their traditional territory historically, it also disrupted all place-based practices and continues to do so today. At Ne Sextsine specifically, there is extensive archaeological evidence of winter village sites and many oral histories describing it as an important summer fishing camp, but these activities do not continue today even though Ne Sextsine is technically co-managed by the T’exelc. Reflecting on why this may be, Elder Estkwelálnik said:

> I think is because of all the pre-emptions...like when I used to go out with [my family] and we’d go berry picking...and we’d run into places and [my mom] would get so upset...there’s no trespassing, there’s fences and my mother just got to a point where she said “I don’t want to do it anymore”. Everywhere you go...there’s fences... you can’t go there anymore.
Although several Elders remembered having a meaningful trade relationship with a local settler whose private property was adjacent to Ne Sextsine, their relationship soured to the point that they had not visited in 20 or 30 years:

..."because the gate [allowing entrance to their fishing camps] started to be locked... And then we had to ask for permission to come... basically we just lost the fight. We didn’t want to have to be hassled. I’ve had a really bad experience trying to get to... [Ne Sextsine] [Elder Jean William].

Of the Elders who contributed to the forest walks, only the older generation (in their late 70s and early 80s) had memories of life at Ne Sextsine. These lived experiences were critical times of learning by practice in their youth through knowledge transmission from their elders; one Elder [7] reflected that they knew “a century plus” of tradition because “we were there, we saw it, we were with [our grandparents].” The importance of the context of this knowledge, transmitted through place-based practice, is exemplified by this story from Elder Virginia Gilbert remembering their childhood at Flat Rock:

I wasn’t allowed to go down the river until I was about 12. And when I went down the river I had to help pack salmon back up... So that was one of my teachings, was when I went down there I had to help. Pretty neat.

The younger generation of Elders, in contrast, had often only heard stories of Ne Sextsine because of the colonial context in which their place-based knowledge could exist. Elder Estkwelálnik, for example, was told by an aunt about culturally modified trees that marked primary travel corridors but said “I didn’t understand what she was saying” because Elder Estkwelálnik had never seen one—a clear example of divorcing the context of knowledge (e.g., culturally modified trees) from the context (the place in their traditional territory where they existed). These marker trees are still visible at Ne Sextsine today, and upon seeing one during the forest walk this Elder remarked “this is just unbelievable. [I remember] hearing stories about these... but I never seen it.” These quotes speak to the importance of access to place for providing context for knowledge transmission between generations. A lack of access to place was also described in the Final Report for the Williams Lake Indian Band Traditional Use Study (Traditional Land Use Team 1998), which found disparities in land-based knowledge between different generations and attributed these disparities to colonial contexts: “Older members in the community had a wider use of the land than the younger members. This is because of the restrictions placed on the land.” (p. 26)

The implications of this restricted access to their land—and the colonial context more broadly—is exemplified by the late Chief William’s (Chief of the Williams Lake First Nation) letter to a local newspaper published in 1879 (“An astonishing state of things at Williams Lake,” 1879), the same year he traveled to begin treaty talks with the colonial government of British Columbia:

The land on which my people lived for five hundred years was taken by a white man; he has piles of wheat and herds of cattle. We have nothing—not an acre... Any white man can take three hundred and twenty acres of our land and the Indian dare not touch an acre. Her Majesty sent me a coat, two ploughs and some turnip seed. The coat will not keep away the hunger; the ploughs are idle and the seed is useless because we have no land... The whites have taken all the salmon and all the land and my people will not starve in peace. Good friends to the Indian say that “her Majesty loves her Indian subjects and will do justice.” Justice is no use for a dead Indian. (Chief William 1879)

(Re)activating Place-based Knowledge through Our Collaborative Experiment

Despite the colonial context that disrupted knowledge transmission, our collaborative experiment and forest walks helped create a new context for (re)activating the Elders’ knowledge—one that illuminated the Elders’ enduring connection to Ne Sextsine and provided a pathway for this new context of knowledge to guide future forest management. Specifically, the Elders’ enduring connection to place was demonstrated through stories about important plant species and their commitment to upholding respect for the land and their ancestors. To uphold this enduring connection to place in future forest management, the collaborative experiment helped facilitate a trust-building process between T’exelc Elders, archaeologists, community forest managers, and researchers and provided a new context for situated resilience that contrasted colonial suppression of Indigenous knowledge.

Although the content of fire knowledge may have been lost, contextual knowledge of important practices (such as fishing and hunting), food and medicinal species endured. Reactivating these memories was stimulated by walking through the forest, questions from the archaeologists like “How would you catch the sturgeon?” (Courtney Lawrence), and photos of projectile points found within the broader T’exelc traditional territory. Elder Virginia Gilbert remembered “camping down there with [their] parents, and the men would fish mostly during the night, and [the] women we had to look after picking up the wood for the fire... and sometimes we’d be picking berries.” This focus on berries for food, and plants in general for multiple uses, was a primary topic of conversation, with multiple Elders making note of specific plants or plant products visible during the forest walks that were important to their livelihoods (Table 1). Although these plants did not necessarily relate to fire knowledge (e.g., as fire-dependent species that were cultivated through intentional burning), they provide an important context for the knowledge that does endure. Elder Jean William, reflecting on her enduring connection to Ne Sextsine, spoke about all the ways the land supported their community:

Money wasn’t a big thing back then. And that’s why I say I was self-sustained because we lived on the land, we got our medicines from the land... food or medicines, technology... Where we were we had two springs, one for us that sustained us for our water, and the other spring sustained our horses... And so it looked after all of our needs.

Central to upholding this enduring knowledge was demonstrating respect for the land and the Elders’ ancestors who were still present at Ne Sextsine. During both forest walks, we were among historical winter village sites, which encompass up to 35 individual dwellings [W. Spearing, WLFN Archaeologist, personal...
Table 1. The place-based context of T’exelec knowledge, including important plant and animal species supporting their livelihoods at Ne Sextsine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common or “given” name(s)</th>
<th>Secwepemctsín name</th>
<th>Scientific name</th>
<th>Purpose discussed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salmon - sockeye and “spring” (Chinook)</td>
<td>Sqīlə̱tən</td>
<td>Oncorhynchus nerka (sockeye) and Oncorhynchus tshawytscha (spring)</td>
<td>Food for individual and community (dried in preparation for the winter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deer (mule deer)</td>
<td>Tsí</td>
<td>Odocoileus hemionus</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain “juniper”</td>
<td>Punləp</td>
<td>Juniperus scopulorum</td>
<td>Funerals, berries for medicine, put in boiling water for sweathouses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas-fir</td>
<td>Qwélə̱tən (fir or pine boughs; Púcwels (fir pitch) or ṭsqəwelckən (hard pitch on fir trees))</td>
<td>Pseudotsuga menziesii</td>
<td>Boughs for mattresses; Pitch for medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverweed</td>
<td>Cīcel or cīcel</td>
<td>Potentilla anserina syn. Argentina anserina</td>
<td>Roots for spaghetti (primarily from places wetter than Ne Sextsine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose (unspecified)</td>
<td>Rosa sp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spiritual and medicinal purposes; put in tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarrow, “chipmunk tail”</td>
<td>Qetsqets’uy̱e7əllp</td>
<td>Achillea millefolium</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittle prickly-pear cactus</td>
<td>Sek7</td>
<td>Opuntia fragilis</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatoon</td>
<td>Speqeq7əw1 (Saskatoon berries)—small to medium size bushes</td>
<td>Amelanchier alnifolia</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowberry (“ghost berry” or waxberry)</td>
<td>Tpeqpiquəʔ</td>
<td>Symphoricarpus albus</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Lowbush blueberry”</td>
<td>Sesép</td>
<td>Vaccinium scoparium</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chokecherry</td>
<td>Tkwele7əllp (tree), tekwlə̱se7 (berry)</td>
<td>Prunus virginiana</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soapberry</td>
<td>Stxesmələp (bush), Stxəsem (berry)</td>
<td>Shepherdia canadensis</td>
<td>Medicine, food</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These winter homes, also called pit houses or “c7ístkten” in Secwepemctsín (the Secwépemc language), were typically occupied from November to March; however, the last recorded occupation of village sites in Secwepemcúl’ecw was likely several generations prior to the Elders’ memories [W. Spearing, WLFN Archaeologist, personal communication]. Nevertheless, the Elders exhibited deep respect for their ancestors through placing of tobacco and singing a song to honor them. Of placing the tobacco, Elder Estkweləłənik said, “They say when...you’re coming here, they come around, the ancestors... That’s why we’re putting the tobacco down because we want them to know that we’re thinking about them and we know that they’re here.” Elder Virginia Gilbert, who drummed and sang a song in Secwepemctsín along with four other Elders, said “I went four rounds of the four directions to call in the four spirits to come here to welcome our ancestors to be with us today.” After this song, Elder 7 stated, “I have a great sense that they’re still here with us today.” These practices and quotes illustrate the ongoing reverence for their ancestors, which they also requested of the researchers and managers:

“It’s really, really important for people that are working... in archaeology, or doing any forestry work, [to] always remember that...our people have been here... And you always try to remember them in reverence... You can, do your practice anyway you know how. Just the reverence and respect that you have for them...Because our ancestors are here, they’re watching us, they hear us. [Elder Jean William]

Discussions during the forest walks highlighted the importance of our collaborative experiment for helping to (re)activate this place-based knowledge and, perhaps more importantly, building trust among participants to create a new context for the Elders’ place-based knowledge to guide the future of forest management. Reflecting on the management of Ne Sextsine prior to it becoming a Community Forest in 2014, several Elders were frustrated by the visible “cultural invasion” [Elder Jean William] or “cultural alteration” [Elder 7] by non-Indigenous peoples who had no respect for Ne Sextsine, exhibited in logging, bike trails, and snowmobile trails that cut through or were built upon the winter village sites. Elder Jean William continued to describe how the “cultural invasion” erased the context of their knowledge, focusing solely on the content through the process of “consultation” with Indigenous communities in British Columbia: “In the past, their maps were already made out, tons of work was already done, and you think, ‘what I’m going to say now is not going to mean anything, it’s already on paper.’”

In contrast to the historical process of consultation described above, several Elders appreciated the opportunity provided through our collaborative experiment to engage and build trust with the community forest managers. When advocating for the Elders’ preferred approach to forest management, Elder Jean William said to the community forest manager: “I guess it’s just the awareness and how meaningful it still [is]... I think any [management] is acceptable if... you know the respect. And I think you gathered that.” Similarly, Elder Virginia Gilbert said, “...respect, that’s all we’re asking.” Community Forest Manager 1 agreed and described their approach to forest management decision making: “On the community forest, we don’t do much work where there is so much archaeology and cultural heritage because we don’t want to be disrespectful of what’s there.” Clearly, respect is a shared value that will continue to guide management at Ne Sextsine.

In the context of the proposed grassland restoration, one community forest manager reflected on how the collaborative
experiment provided a pathway for the Elders’ knowledge to guide the process: “We’ve got a few grasslands... that are really closely associated with First Nations values, so it’s one that we want to put on the map, and these forest walks really help introduce the subject and start from there” [Manager 1]. Furthermore, as demonstrated above (“...I think you gathered that” [Elder Jean William]), the Elders had faith that the community forest managers would uphold respect and continue to provide a pathway through which both the content and context of their knowledge could guide future forest management because of the trust built through our collaborative experiment. Of the importance of this trust, Community Forest Manager 1 reflected: “I think these forest walks have helped us as a management team become known to the Elders...it’s sort of an informal meeting place between [Western science and traditional ecological knowledge], and I find that really valuable.”

Although the colonial context disrupted knowledge transmission for the T’exelc, visiting Ne Sextsine again as part of our collaborative experiment helped create a pathway for this context to shift toward one in which their knowledge was (re)activated and (re)connected to place, and, ideally, (re)vived the process of intergenerational knowledge exchange. Sharing his excitement at visiting Ne Sextsine again, Elder 7 reflected that “I was just wondering actually if I was ever going to be able to do a trip like this down to Flat Rock, and just take a look back at my younger day.” Decades of restricted access to Ne Sextsine—because of gates, fences, government policy, and ongoing animosity toward the T’exelcemc—limited opportunities for Elders to pass on their knowledge to the youth of their community. Although Ne Sextsine became part of the Williams Lake Community Forest in 2014, access is still contested by adjacent private landowners, providing few opportunities (these forest walks being an exception) for the Elders and youth to visit. This inability to facilitate place-based, intergenerational knowledge transmission weighed heavily on the minds of Elders, exemplified by Elder Estkwelálnik’s reflection on the importance of visiting Ne Sextsine with the youth:

> We have our legends that we want to pass on from my generation to the next... There’s two legends that I know that were given to me and that needs to be passed on. And those are really, really important because that’s part of puberty... and how...you’re brought up to respect everything that we walk on, that we see... And so that’s how much it means to all of us.

One Elder lamented at only being able to share stories, rather than lived experience, with the youth in their family:

> My children, I got five, ten grandchildren and four great-grandchildren, and none of them seen Flat Rock. Except [three of them], but my grandkids didn’t. I tell them about it and I have it written down... [but] my grandchildren never experienced what I went through down there [Elder Virginia Gilbert].

This inability to access their traditional territory and share both the content and context of knowledge through place-based practice with younger generations was summarized by Elder Virginia Gilbert who said they “aren’t aware of our ways.” Most Elders present for the forest walks indicated their desire to bring the youth out to Ne Sextsine because “our youth don’t know the land...it’s a different era” [Elder Jean William], demonstrating their vision for a new context for their knowledge of Ne Sextsine to thrive once again.

**DISCUSSION**

Through our collaborative experiment, we highlight three key considerations for understanding and incorporating situated resilience in a fire-dependent SES. First, we argue that the situated resilience concept helped illuminate the context of T’exelc fire knowledge and is highly relevant for land managers working with Indigenous communities whose content of traditional fire knowledge may be “lost.” Second, we demonstrate how our collaborative experiment helped shift the context of T’exelc knowledge at Ne Sextsine away from being integrated into dominant colonial paradigms toward Indigenous-led visions of resilience. Finally, we discuss the ways in which fire-dependent SES should be conceptualized to ensure that resilience is situated to prevent inequitable solutions to modern wildfire challenges.

**Situating Resilience at Ne Sextsine**

Employing situated resilience helped emphasize the importance of the context of fire knowledge, centering the voices of the Elders as they shared their memories and stories of place. In this case study, the fact that the T’exelc Elders described their fire knowledge as a “lost practice” could have signaled the end of our research collaboration if this was the only knowledge deemed “appropriate” by researchers and/or managers—which would have reflected the problematic assumption by non-Indigenous researchers more broadly that fire knowledge is universal and uninterrupted (Lake 2013). To avoid this, we focused on the context of the fire knowledge, which included the extent to which colonialism disrupted place-based practices of intentional fire use, as well as the knowledge and practices that endure despite colonialism.

These altered experiences with fire as a result of colonialism are consistent with other Indigenous communities in British Columbia (Lewis et al. 2018) and around the world, including Australia and the United States of America (Eriksen and Hankins 2014, Lake and Christianson 2019), Brazil (Mistry et al. 2005), Mexico (Martínez-Torres et al. 2016), and Venezuela (Sletto 2009, Rodríguez et al. 2018). As a result of colonialism, for example, younger generations often have less experience of intentionally using fire for traditional purposes and instead tend to perceive fire control or suppression as favorable (Mistry et al. 2005, Rodríguez et al. 2018, Martínez-Torres et al. 2016). This was true even of several of the younger T’exelc Elders, who had no lived experience of intentional burning or whose experiences with intentional burning were only around their reserve (in a colonial context). Similarly, younger participants from the Lytton First Nation in a case study in the adjacent Nlaka’pamux territory recalled mostly localized burning for hazard abatement rather than for ecological benefits at landscape scales (Lewis et al. 2018).

Despite disrupted fire knowledge, the context of this knowledge also illustrated a rich and enduring connection to Ne Sextsine—a critical and often overlooked context but one that provides the foundation for Indigenous-led situated resilience. For land managers and natural scientists working with Indigenous communities, respecting this context is key for overcoming the
natural scientists acknowledge and center Indigenous knowledge to illustrate how situated resilience can help land managers and engage with multiple, often contentious, understandings of the system itself and we co-developed a process to reveal how different forms of knowledge are situated within their context (Voß and Kemp 2006, Leach et al. 2007, Rodríguez et al. 2018).

**Collaborative Experiment to Shift Context**

In British Columbia, the unprecedented 2017 wildfire season illustrated the stark power asymmetry between the dominant, western command-and-control fire management paradigm and the many ways in which Indigenous peoples relate to, learn from, and live with fire in ecocultural landscapes (Miller et al. 2010, Abbott and Chapman 2018, Martinez-Torres et al. 2018). As a result of the 2017 wildfire season, many Indigenous communities worked to shift this imbalance through revitalizing their fire stewardship (Xwisten Nation et al. 2018) and Indigenous-led approaches to future fire management (Verhaeghe et al. 2019), advancing goals of restoration and reconciliation simultaneously (Dickson-Hoyle et al. 2021). At Ne Sextsine, by framing our research as a collaborative experiment, we also sought to address the power asymmetry (context) by centering the needs of the T’xwexel Elders, essentially moving research from a positivist paradigm grounded in reductionist and empirical information (e.g., “technical fire knowledge”) to a transformative paradigm focused on minimizing power inequalities between different forms of knowledge (Creswell 2014, Christianson 2015, Datta et al. 2015, Neale et al. 2019). Although we researchers acknowledge that this collaborative experiment did not actively lead to formal T’xwexel authority over Ne Sextsine—which is the ideal place from which power over knowledge could be decolonized (Smith 2012, Midzain-Gobin and Smith 2021)—we argue that this process did help shift the context of knowledge toward a more equal balance of power between collaborators in contrast to historical processes of consultation (Usher 2000).

As reflected both by the T’xwexel Elders and the community forest managers, the collaborative experiment embedded a trust-building process in which different knowledge of fire and Ne Sextsine could be respectfully discussed. This trust-building process is central to respectful research relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous actors (Datta et al. 2015, Wong et al. 2020) and has successfully been implemented in other fire contexts where Indigenous and non-Indigenous perspectives of fire were potentially contentious (Rodriguez et al. 2018, Devischer et al. 2019, Mistry et al. 2019). Through the collaborative experiment framing, we (researchers and managers) relied on the process (rather than a checklist) of collaboration to learn from the T’xwexel Elders appropriate engagement protocols (e.g., land-based knowledge exchange) and management guidelines (e.g., operating with respect for the land and ancestors) for addressing the Elders’ needs. This process has successfully helped non-Indigenous researchers better understand the context of Indigenous knowledge and expose power asymmetries between Western science and Indigenous forms of knowledge in addressing complex fire management questions (Christianson 2015, Neale et al. 2019). Critically, the trust-building process helped to address the power asymmetry by centering Indigenous knowledge and knowledge systems, which rely on the process of place-based, intergenerational knowledge transmission (Turner et al. 2000). At Ne Sextsine, our collaborative experiment helped situate T’xwexel resilience in a transformed context by (re)activating the Elders’ enduring place-based knowledge and discussing future opportunities for forest walks with Elders and T’xwexel youth. We see our collaborative experiment as a form of reflexive governance because we actively engaged with multiple, often contested, understandings of the system itself and we co-developed a process to reveal how different forms of knowledge are situated within their context (Voß and Kemp 2006, Leach et al. 2007, Rodriguez et al. 2018).

**Situating Indigenous Resilience in Fire-dependent Social-ecological Systems**

Against the backdrop of a much broader literature on incorporating Indigenous and Western knowledge in forest management (Nadasdy 1999, Klooster 2002, Bohensky and Maru 2011, Hill et al. 2012, Ban et al. 2018, Lake et al. 2018), here we argue that situated resilience can help ensure that incorporating Indigenous knowledge does not fall into the “knowledge integration trap” (Bohensky and Maru 2011). Instead, situated resilience helps overcome the potential “social-ecological traps” that can occur when land management authority is held in colonial systems and contested by Indigenous peoples by acknowledging the ways that colonial contexts have affected Indigenous knowledge (Long and Lake 2018). In fire-dependent SES, failure to interrogate this context will continue to privilege Western science-based knowledge and solutions (Bohensky and Maru 2011, Cote and Nightingale 2012), for example, by “subjugating” Indigenous experiences in firefighting (Eriksen and Hankins 2014) or fire management (Lake and Christianson 2019, Sherry et al. 2019). In Canada, there are increasing calls to ensure that Indigenous knowledge leads land-based decision making through appropriate research and practice (Christianson 2015, Sankey 2018), and yet fire-dependent SES do not yet adequately consider the context of this knowledge.

Several key fire SES research scholars acknowledge that Indigenous knowledge can be leveraged to develop solutions to modern wildfire management challenges (Moritz et al. 2014, Smith et al. 2016), and that Indigenous governance adds complexity to fire SES (Moritz et al. 2014). Although this is an important first step, it stops short of recognizing how Western science-based knowledge used to conceptualize fire SES may be
discounting the context of Indigenous knowledge. Reflecting on the question posed by the advocates for situated resilience (Cote and Nightingale 2012), we must ask for whose resilience is Indigenous knowledge being leveraged? If we situate resilience according to the context of Indigenous knowledge, for example, we may include elements such as respect and intergenerational knowledge exchange as a primary input into building resilience that reflects Indigenous ontologies and epistemologies (Turner et al. 2000, Nikolakis and Roberts 2020). Furthermore, in the context of modern wildfire challenges, the SES may be situated to include areas where we not only see fire affecting visible human “development,” such as the wildland–urban interface (Moritz et al. 2014), but could be situated to include the ecocultural landscapes more broadly to which Indigenous peoples are still connected (White et al. 2011, Miller and Davidson-Hunt 2013). In these ways, we challenge land managers and fire SES thinkers to more deeply question transformational change (McWethy et al. 2019) and consider the myriad ways in which Indigenous peoples can contribute to and lead solutions to modern wildfire challenges according to their own definitions of resilience (Miller and Davidson-Hunt 2013, Christianson 2015).

Responses to this article can be read online at: https://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.php/12757
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